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Abstract: Objective To investigate the misdiagnosis reasons of ultrasound elastography in superficial soft tissue tumors. Method
Confirmed by pathology were retrospectively analyzed in 89 patients with superficial soft tissue tumors were 19 cases ultrasound elasticity
imaging misdiagnosis reason. Results 14 cases were misdiagnosed as benign tumors, 5 cases of malignant tumor as benign. Conclusion
Tumor size, tumor location, tumor pathological features, operation technique ultrasound elasticity imaging is a common cause of
misdiagnosis. Mastering the ultrasound elasticity imaging techniques, mass characteristics, combined with two-dimensional ultrasonic
ultrasonographic features help improve the correct diagnostic rate of superficial soft tissue tumors, reduce the clinical misdiagnosis.
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Introduction

Besides, the Color Doppler Flow Imaging is adopted to
observe the blood supply of the tumor and judge whether it is

In recent years, ultrasonic elastography has been applied

benign or malignant. Then real-time ultrasonic elastography is

to the clinical diagnosis of the tumor in superficial soft tissues

initiated and the region of interest (ROI) is generally 2 to 3

and superficial organs. But there still exist some limitations for

times larger than that of the lesions. For larger nodules, 2/3 of

the examination method, which may cause misdiagnosis.

the sampling frame is chosen as a part of the nodule, and 1/3 is

During January 2013 to March 2015, there were 19 cases of

the surrounding tissue. The probe is held by hand to slightly

ultrasonic elastography diagnosis among 89 cases of soft tissue

press vertically on the surface of the body, making the pressure

tumors in our hospital; the misdiagnosis rate reached 21. 3%.

index reach 3 to 4, storing and analyzing the elastic image with

The

paper retrospectively analyzes misdiagnosis causes of

ultrasound elastography to improve clinical diagnosis rate.

good stability and repeatability[1]. When pressing, the
two-dimensional

image

and

the

elastic

image

are

simultaneously displayed on the left and right sides of the
1. Information and Methods
1.1 General Information
During January 2013 to March 2015, 89 cases of soft tissue
tumors were treated in our hospital, among which 31 cases
were male and 58 cases female, aged from 13 to 80 years, and
the average age was 51 years. All patients accepted ultrasonic
examination before operation and they were affirmed by
pathological examination after surgical resection or puncture
biopsy.
1.2 Instruments and Methods
Hitachi Company’s HI Vision Preirus Colour Ultrasonic
Scanner is adopted, which equips the linear array probe with
frequency of 6.0~13.0MHz. Routine ultrasound examination in
the supine position is accepted to record the two-dimensional
ultrasonographic features of tumors (including position,
morphology, size, rim, envelope, internal echo characteristics,
relationship with surrounding soft tissues and blood vessels).

screen to help identify the hardness of the lesion tissue. In the
elastic image, the color codes represent the elasticity of the
different tissues, the red codes represent the soft tissues, the
green codes represent the tissues with the average hardness,
and the blue codes represents the hard tissues which are not
easy to deform. This research is combined with domestic and
international studies on the breast and grades the cases based
on the five-point method proposed by Itoh[2] and the modified
five-point method proposed by Luo Baoming[3]. 1 point: the
lesion area and surrounding tissues are completely covered
with green; 2 point: the blue and green are mixed in the lesion
area, mainly with green color; 3 points: the lesion area is
mainly blue, and the surrounding area is partly green; 4 points:
the lesion area is completely covered with blue; 5 points: the
lesion area is completely covered with blue, and the small part
of tissues around the lesion is also blue. 1~3 points are divided
into benign, 4~5 points are malignant. The ratio of elastic
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strain rate for the lesion area and the surrounding tissues is

imaging results in different parts of the tumors. The absence of

measured. 3.08 is a bounded point, ≥ 3. 08 is malignant, ＜

adequate normal tissues around the lesion area may also affect

3.08 is benign[4].

the result of elastic imaging. Improper setting of ROI also

1.3 Statistical Methods

affects the score result of the ultrasonic elastic, so ROI should

Apply the statistical software SPSS13.0 to analyze the

be adjusted to more than 23 times than the range of the lesion

data; take pathology results as the criterion and calculate the
sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value and

tissue area, at least not less than 1.5 times.
(2) The elasticity score of 2 cases of fibroma is 5 points,

negative predictive value of ultrasound elastography on the

mainly because the fibrosis and calcification inside the tumor

diagnosis of soft tissue tumor.

increase the hardness of the tumor. At the same time, the
acoustic attenuation caused by calcification can also affect the

2. Results

elasticity score, which makes the elasticity score higher and

2.1 Pathological Results

causes the misdiagnosis. Most studies show that the

Of the 89 cases of soft tissue tumors, 75 cases are benign,

combination of motorization or calcification in the lesion area

among which there are 38 cases of lipomyoma, 8 cases of

can increase the hardness of the lesion area and the score of

fibroma, 9 cases of hemangioma , 12 cases of neurilemmoma,
2 cases of osteochondroma, 3 cases of osteoma, 3 cases of cyst;
14 cases are malignant, among which there are 5 cases of

UE becomes higher[5-6].
3.2 Analysis on Reasons of Misdiagnosing Malignant
Tumors as Benign Tumors

of

In 5 cases of liposarcoma, the ultrasonic elasticity score of

chondrosteoma, 2 cases of synovial sarcoma and 1 case of

4 cases is 3 points, the elasticity score of 1 case with synovial

malignant neurinoma.

sarcoma is 3 point and is misdiagnosed as benign tumor. The

liposarcoma,

4

cases

of

fibrosarcoma,

2

cases

2.2 Ultrasonic Elastography Examination Results

reason is that the tumor is soft and the elasticity score is low,

61 cases of benign tumors are diagnosed by ultrasonic

which is easy to be misdiagnosed as benign tumor. When the

elastography and 14 cases are false positive. 9 cases are

tumor is combined with a small amount of accumulated blood,

malignant tumor, among which 5 cases are false negative.

the tumor may become soft and the elastic imaging score may

Sensitivity is 64. 3%, specificity 81.3%, accuracy 78. 7%.

be reduced, resulting in misdiagnosis .

2.3

Comparison

of

Misdiagnosed

Cases

and

Pathological Results

3.3 Other Reasons
(1) The pathological components of soft tissue tumors are

In this group 14 cases of benign tumors are misdiagnosed

complicated, and there are many kinds of tumors; there is a

as malignant; the pathological results are 4 cases of fibroma, 1

certain cross between the hardness of benign and malignant

case of cyst, 4 cases of neurilemmoma, 2 cases of

lesions, which is easy to cause misdiagnosis.

chondrosteoma, 3 cases of osteoma. 5 cases of malignant

(2) Human factors: the deficiency of operators’ skills and

tumors are misdiagnosed as benign; the pathological results are

techniques can cause the uneven force of the tumors and the

4 cases of liposarcoma and 1 case of synovial sarcoma.

unstable elastic image.
3.4 Measures of Avoiding Misdiagnosis

3. Discussion
With the wide application of ultrasound elastography in
clinical practice, it has achieved great clinical application
values in the differential diagnosis of thyroid and breast
diseases, but it is rarely applied in soft tissue tumors.
Ultrasound elastography has opened up a new field for
ultrasonic diagnosis of soft tissue tumors, but it has its
limitations.To analyze the misdiagnosis reasons of ultrasound
elastography should be analyzed to minimize the misdiagnosis
and improve the accuracy of diagnosis.
3.1 Analysis on Reasons of Misdiagnosing Benign
Tumors as Malignant Tumors
(1) In this group there are 2 cases of fibroma and 4 cases
of neurilemmoma, whose volumes are large and whose
elasticity score is 4 points ; they are misdiagnosed as malignant
tumors. When the volumes of tumors are large, it is difficult to
apply uniform pressure, resulting in distortion of elastic

(1) Master and fully understand the factors influencing the
results

of

ultrasonic

comprehensively

elastography,

them.

and

Combining

then

analyze

two-dimensional

ultrasound and color Doppler ultrasound can reduce the
misdiagnosis rate of soft tissue tumors by ultrasonic
elastography. The shape, edge, internal echo and blood supply
of the tumor are observed carefully, and the ultrasonic
elasticity imaging score is combined to analyze the benign and
malignant tumors.
(2) Enhance the professional skill training of the doctors
in ultrasound department, and master the correct examination
method and operation skill of elastic imaging to avoid
misdiagnosis caused by improper operation.
With the improvement of the resolution of ultrasonic
instruments, more and more soft tissue tumors are found, and
the judgment of benign and malignant tumors is helpful to
clinicians. It is found that the diagnostic accuracy of
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ultrasound elastography on soft tissue tumors is lower than that
on thyroid nodules and breast nodules. Some references show

121

of US Elastography for Diagnosis[J]. Radiology, 2006, 239(2):
341-350.

that the diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound elastography in

[3] Luo Baoming, Ou Bing, Zhi Hui, et al. Value of Modified

malignant thyroid nodules is 89.4%[7] and the diagnostic

Ultrasonic Elastic Imaging Scoring Standard in Diagnosis of Breast

accuracy of ultrasound elastography in malignant breast

Tumors[J]. Journal of Modern Clinical Biomedical Engineering,

nodules is 89.4%[8]. The ultrasonic elastic imaging in the

2006, 12(5): 396-398.

research adopts the method of scoring and the compliance ratio

[4] Zhi Hui, Xiao Xiaoyun, Yang Haiyun, et al. Comparison of

of the lesions to the surrounding tissues, which are the

Diagnostic Value of Ratio Method and Score Method in Elastic

semi-quantitative method, which is greatly influenced by the

Imaging of Breast Tumors with Different Sizes[J]. Chinese Journal

technique and technique of the operator. The shear wave

of Ultrasound in Medicine, 201, 26(11): 991-994.

elasticity imaging has been developed rapidly in recent years,

[5] Luo Baoming, Ou Bing, Zhi Hui, et al. Analysis and

whose operation is stable and repeatability is high; it can be

Countermeasure of Misdiagnosis of Ultrasound Elastography in

made quantitative analysis; the value in diagnosis of soft tissue

Breast Tumors[J]. Chinese Journal of Ultrasound in Medicine, 2007,

tumors can be further studied. Single elastic imaging value is
not high and cannot serve as the sole or primary diagnostic
indicator.

23(4): 259-261.
[6] Ye Lei, Wang Liping, Huang Yuan. Analysis and Countermeasures
of Misdiagnosis of Shear Wave Elastic Imaging[J].World Health
Digest, 2013, 10(15): 248-249.
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